
New Breed of 
Game Developer
MiNDGruB’s awarD wiNNiNG MoBile teaM 
is traNsforMiNG GaMe DevelopMeNt.

about
Mindgrub Games fuses strategy, creativity and technical 
expertise in game development for Mobile Apps and Web 
platforms. Already a leader in the mobile industry, Mindgrub has 
established and stacked the newly minted Mindgrub Games with 
strategists, designers and developers. The growth of Mindgrub 
Games reflects the demand for mobile gaming, location-based 
gaming, gaming based interactions, and interface solutions. 

Contact us
640 Frederick Rd 
Baltimore MD 21228
1.855.MINDGRB
www.mindgrubgames.com
games@mindgrub.com

Mindgrub’s award winning mobile team is transforming 
game development.  We fuse creativity and technical 
expertise to create captivating games for both Mobile 
and Web platforms.  Our design team can help guide you 
through product ideation and create visuals like you’ve 
never seen before; our development team forges games 
using the Corona Framework, or Flash.  We can construct 
your game no matter which genre you choose; puzzle, 
action, social, or location-aware.  Mindgrub has developed 
dozens of apps and games in the past year alone and 
we can’t get enough!  Our qualified team has years of 
experience at institutions like Zynga and Big Huge Games 
so make Mindgrub your game development partner to 
bring your game to life and connect your business with 
entertainment-hungry consumers

loCatioN-BaseD GaMes
Create a game users can play with friends or strangers 
around town. Location-based games can pit users against 
their own neighbors in a competition to control the city, 
or even hyperlocal leaderboards.  Mindgrub’s patented 
viaPlace technology can pinpoint player location to 
enable one of the most precise location-based game 
environments.

auGMeNteD reality GaMes
Turn your environment into a real life gamescape! By 
rendering virtual characters and gameplay over video 
from your device’s camera, this technology allows games 
to be played in real time over real space.  Let Mindgrub 
turn your desk into a virtual tower defense map or your 
local park into a First Person Shooter arena.

soCial GaMes
People love sharing the interesting things they do and 
find. Mindgrub Games can develop your interactive idea 
to be played and shared on all social media outlets. 
Create a game for the millions of social users to fuel your 
viral marketing push into new markets.

eDuCatioNal GaMes
Who said playing video games fries your brain? By  
blending informative material with engaging activities, 
games are enticing users to investigate and discover 
more than ever before. Mindgrub is passionate about 
introducing mobile and web games to the classroom 
and innovating pathways for inquisitive minds to obtain 
information.

BraNDeD GaMes
Take advantage of the expanding popularity of online 
games and promote your brand with a fun and interactive 
experience.  Deliver an experience that is unique, 
integrates with your identity, and captures the attention 
of your audience with the creativity of Mindgrub.  

https://www.facebook.com/mindgrub
https://twitter.com/mindgrub
http://www.linkedin.com/company/mindgrub
http://www.youtube.com/user/mindgrub


rescue Jump

the idea for rescue Jump dates back to one of the 
original mobile games, Nintendo’s Game & watch title 
fire.  Mindgrub modernized the concept by adding tilt 
and touch controls, along with power-up features to 
revitalize the vintage gameplay.  landing thousands 
of downloads, the easy to learn and simple concept 
of rescue Jump is what makes the game so addictive 
and hard to put down. 

www.rescuejump.com

taG: the Mobile assassination Game

the future of gaming is mobile, and the future of mobile gaming is social.  winner of a 2012 Gold 
addy award for interactive Media, taG was developed using the viaplace gamification engine, 
allowing first-person shooter experiences by leveraging augmented reality.  players must capture a 
picture of their target within the crosshairs of their mobile device’s camera to eliminate opposing 
players from the game.  viaplace periodically checks and publishes player location to other 
participants to orchestrate a devious cat and mouse play style.  Gameplay is ideal for corporate 
events, college orientations, or just playing with friends around town.

www.tagmobilegame.com

escape! from Detention

Mindgrub teamed up with the Howard County library to design and develop escape! from Detention.  
Mindgrub conducted student workshops to teach game design and mobile development to middle-
school students.  escape! from Detention taps into the world of the modern middle school student.  in 
this puzzle game, you are wrongly placed in detention and need to escape.  Choose from four unique 
characters to play and navigate the various rooms of the school. avoid bullies, hall monitors, and 
teacher’s pets while earning power-ups that help you escape without being caught by the teacher! 

www.escapefromdetention.com

scuba adventures

Mindgrub created scuba adventures as an educational 
mobile game for Zap toys and Discovery Kids based on 
two characters, Zach and Haley.  in this game, Mindgrub 
makes learning fun!  Get your scuba gear with either 
character and explore marine life and habitats through 
different levels of oceans, coral reefs, and more exciting 
ecosystems.  use tilt technology gameplay to navigate 
the ocean and take pictures to learn about the creatures 
in order to pass the professor’s tests. 

www.zachandhaley.com

we’ve Built GaMes for fortuNe 500 CoMpaNies, eDuCatioNal orGaNiZatioNs, & siMply for our owN eNJoyMeNt!

our Games


